
Since joining forces for their first gig in March of last year,
Sheffield fivesome, SSS, have already succeeded in making
waves both within the city and beyond. But, as the boys

gear up to tackle 2014, those waves are only set to get bigger as they
prepare to release their debut single, Morning Light, on 27 May.

Despite still being in what some might consider their musical youth, in just over a year
together the boys have built up a dedicated UK fan base, performed at venues up and downtogether the boys have built up a dedicated UK fan base, performed at venues up and down
the country and even curated their own sell-out headline gig at one of Sheffield’s newest
creative spaces. “We wanted to show that we didn’t need anyone to put on a gig for us,”
said Morgan. “I think it almost made it more enjoyable because we’d done it all.”

What started out as a hobby and a distant dream has now turned into a reachable reality.
Carefully considered lyrics, faultless instrumentals and just a sprinkling of trademark

Yorkshire twang, this sparkling debut is yet more proof of their overpowering potential for
greatness. Summing up common tales of the morning after the night before,greatness. Summing up common tales of the morning after the night before,

its opening is soberingly slow; frontman Coddi taking centre stage before the melody
kicks in and all begins.  With a catchy and powerful chorus, it’s a breath of fresh air when
compared to the music currently ruling UK radios and hits just the right nostalgic notes

to ensure it’ll be loved by fans old and young alike. 

The meaning behind their mysterious name may still be shrouded in secrecy, but over these past
twelve months, they’ve worked hard to hone their craft and their home city has offered nothing but

support. As they now embark upon releasing their highlsupport. As they now embark upon releasing their highly-anticipated debut, contrary
to what has now become known as their closing tagline, these five lads aren’t likely to stay

“Sheffield’s secret” for much longer.

Morning Light will be available to buy from Tuesday 27 May.
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